President [woman you know] Taylor wakes up [feeling adjective] and nervous about the day’s upcoming, [adjective] events. She enjoys being the brave ruler of a [adjective] nation, but the [number] responsibilities fill her with [feeling noun].

1st problem: Education Budget. Should the nation’s richest [number] percent pay more taxes to support the [negative feeling adjective] schools? Would the rich voters be [feeling adjective] or [feeling adjective] if she signed a bill, [verb]ing them to do this?

2nd problem: Endangered [type of bird] in [state or province]. The [feeling adjective] creature will soon be [synonym for disappeared] if the [type of plant] forest is cut for [noun]. The lumber lobby will be [negative feeling adjective] if Ms. President protects it; environmentalist will be [more negative feeling adjective] if she does not.

3rd problem: War?! [a Nation] fired a [type of weapon] at her navy’s [something that floats] yesterday. The public is [feeling adjective], but divided: [number]% want retaliation, [number]% want [feeling adjective] negotiation. Ms. President’s own feelings are [feeling adjective].

Sigh. Her fingers twitch [feeling adverb]. Her face frowns with [negative feeling noun]. “I need [type of beverage] first” she decides. “With two lumps of [type of food] and two tablespoons of [type of liquid]. That will make me [positive feeling adjective].”